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Rep. Kristina Shelton: Assembly Budget Session 
 

MADISON – In an extraordinary Assembly floor session this afternoon, lawmakers from across 
the state met to discuss amendments and vote on the Joint Finance Committee’s proposal of 
the 2021-2023 Wisconsin State Budget. Representative Shelton (D-Green Bay) released the 
following statement in response: 
 
“The budget that was presented to the Assembly today was disrespectful to the people of 
Wisconsin. Republicans have touted their ‘historic investments in education,’ but the honest 
reality shows that this budget falls far short of that mark. The truth of the matter is that, with 
an immense amount of opportunity, and real possibilities to make transformational change in 
Wisconsin, the Republicans chose not to step up for working people and their families.  
 
“Budgets serve the purpose in state governments to provide a values-based outline to the 
priorities of the biennium. The Republican proposed budget tells us that it is more important to 
the majority party to declare a win over the Governor than support teachers in classrooms, 
children with disabilities, economic development in the wake of a global pandemic and critical 
funding to public health measures.  
 
“Not only does the Republican budget strip away tremendous progress towards major growth 
in our state, it lacks the forethought to plan for Wisconsin’s future. Where Governor Evers’ 
budget had a clear vision with lasting goals in the forefront, what we have after the Republican 
Joint Finance Committee cuts are opportunities left on the table.   
 
“We came to the Assembly floor today to talk about what initiatives in this budget were true 
possibilities, and faced tabled amendment after tabled amendment. The people of this state 
know that we can invest in one another and in our future and at the same time, be responsible 
with taxpayer money. It’s not either/or. It's both/and.” 
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